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FFIILLMM  CCLLIIPPSS    
ffoorr  

CCAATTHHOOLLIICC  YYOOUUTTHH  FFAAIITTHH  FFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  
SSttuuddyy  GGuuiiddee  

  
INTRODUCTION: Film Clips for Youth Faith Formation is an exciting and creative 

approach to the faith formation of youth that uses a medium for which they have a 

natural affinity: Hollywood movies.   

 

In this eight-part series, fully licensed clips from Hollywood movies are used to help 

Catholic school religion teachers, parish catechists, and youth ministers involve their 

students in reflection and discussion about faith and its implications for prayer, belief, 

and behavior.  NOTE: Adults can find this series helpful for their programs as well. 

 

At the core of the program are clips from popular movies that exemplify key traits and 

issues that are part of a person’s life-long journey of faith.  The clips provide viewers 

with situations that relate to real-life experiences and draw them into a natural 

engagement with the subject. 

 

A person’s faith journey is a sacred and profound thing, but there is no reason why one 

cannot have fun along the way.  Jesus enjoyed himself at a wedding and certainly must 

have chuckled at his conversation with Zachaeus, the little guy in the tree.  It’s possible 

– necessary, even – to enjoy the process detailed in this program while still being true 

to the sacred task of faith formation. 

 
HOW TO USE THIS SERIES: The teacher/catechist/youth minister should download 

and consult the companion booklet for this program: How to Use This Series.  
Designed to help a leader make the best use of the lesson plans, this booklet contains 

significant supplementary material to support an understanding of issues such as 

“Catholic Social Teaching” or “Media Mindfulness.”  In addition, it provides short 

descriptions of some pedagogical tools employed in the lessons.  There is also a 

helpful bibliography of resources.
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IN SHORT: This series is divided into eight Episodes (one Episode per DVD).  Each 

DVD features three traits/issues. Four short film clips address each of these 

traits/issues.  Each DVD/Episode contains twelve clips and lessons.  Each lesson 

provides information about the film and the clip itself.  Also included are a variety of 

discussion questions, Scripture references, and reflection, prayer, and faith-in-action 

activities.  Each lesson can stand alone or work in conjunction with others.  It can also 

be used as a supplement to lessons contained in (arch)diocesan-approved textbook 

series. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: It is against the law to copy these DVD episodes, in whole or in part. 

None of the movies represented in this Episode is rated higher than PG-13 by the 

Motion Picture Association of America.  No inappropriate material is included in any of 

the film clips.  

 

Scripture texts in this work are taken from the New American Bible with Revised 

New Testament and Revised Psalms © 1991, 1986, 1970 Confraternity of 

Christian Doctrine, Washington, D.C. and are used by permission of the 

copyright owner. All Rights Reserved. No part of the New American Bible may 

be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the copyright 

owner. 

 

Options for audio and subtitles in English or Spanish are available in “Settings” on the 

main menu of the DVD. Spanish subtitles are available for all film clips.  Spanish audio 

is available for most, but not all film clips. 

 

Film Clips for Catholic Youth Faith Formation is available via  
DVD’s, Internet Streaming, and School Site Servers.   

Please call (805) 984 5907 
 

  

SSccrroollll   DDoowwnn  ttoo  BBeeggiinn  EEppiissooddee  FFoouurr..      
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KNOWING YOURSELF 
(See page 29 for other Film Clips regarding this topic. See page 4 for table of contents) 
 
DEAD POETS SOCIETY  (PG) 
Independent Thinking       1:47 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary & Up 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What is your special walk? 
SYNOPSIS:  An unorthodox English teacher in a private prep school both challenges 

and inspires his young students to think for themselves and live life to the fullest. His 

motto for them is simple, yet life-changing: “Carpe Diem,” meaning, “Seize the Day!” 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Touchstone Studios and Buena Vista Pictures; 

Directed by Peter Weir; Written by Tom Schulman; Produced by Steven Haft, Paul 

Junger Witt, and Tony Thomas; Starring Robin Williams, Robert Sean Leonard, 

Norman Lloyd, and Ethan Hawke. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  What is your “special walk”? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Why do people your age find themselves conforming to others? 

Do you? 

Is it important to fit in with the crowd? Why? 

What happens to people who “exercise the right” not to participate at all? 

What do people think of them? Do you know someone like that or is it you? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  A student finds himself/herself having a different opinion from the 

prevailing wisdom put forth by the teacher in religion class. What is the best way for 

him/her to express that opinion? If disruptive or disrespectful, (s)he runs the risk of 

taking attention away from his/her opinion and turning it toward himself/herself 

personally. What advice can you give? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Yet with his great knowledge the Lord makes men unlike; in different paths he has 

them walk.”  (Wisdom of Solomon 7:5) 

“Do not conform yourselves to this age but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, 

that you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and pleasing and perfect.” 

(Romans 12:2) 

“What will separate us from the love of Christ? Will anguish, or distress, or persecution, 

or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or the sword?"  (Romans 8:35) 

“There are different kinds of gifts but the same spirit.”  (1 Corinthians 12:4) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

(Matthew 12:1-8a) Jesus responds to the Pharisees who criticize the disciples for 

plucking grains of wheat to eat on the Sabbath.  Read this selection and discover how 

Jesus demonstrated his own “special walk” here and, in doing so, has given us a good 

example for our own lives. 
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations and be ready to report back next time. 

 

John Keating: "Now we all have a great need for acceptance, but you must trust that 

your beliefs are unique, your own, even though others may think them odd or 

unpopular, even though the herd may go, [imitating a goat] ‘that’s baaaaaad.’”  

Dead Poets Society 
 

“The dissenter is every human being at those moments of his life when he resigns 

momentarily from the herd and thinks for himself.” 

Archibald MacLeish, 20th C. American poet, writer and Librarian of Congress 
 

“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made 

all the difference.” 

From “The Road Not Taken,” by Robert Frost, 19th-20th C. American poet; at age 

88, Frost recited another poem, “The Gift Outright,” at the inauguration of President 

John F. Kennedy, January 20, 1961. 
 

“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created 

them.”  

Albert Einstein, 19th-20th C. German-Swiss theoretical physicist, philosopher, author; 

thought of as the “father of modern physics”; recipient of 1924 Nobel Prize for Physics. 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  There is a well-known prayer, commonly known as “The Serenity 

Prayer.” It is fairly widely accepted that the noted 20th Century German theologian, 

Reinhold Niebuhr, composed the prayer for use in a sermon. The following adapted 

text has been made famous by Alcoholics Anonymous and other recovery programs: 

God, grant me the serenity 

To accept the things I cannot change; 

Courage to change the things I can; 

And wisdom to know the difference. 

But, here is Niebuhr’s original. Note a few differences: 

God, give us grace 

to accept with serenity 

the things that cannot be changed, 

courage to change the things 

that should be changed, 

and the wisdom to distinguish 

the one from the other.1 

Spend the next week praying the original Niebuhr version (silently) at home, in school, 

whenever and wherever possible. Share it with your family. Next week you and your 

fellow students will pray it aloud together, either to begin or to end class. 

                                                
1 Elisabeth Sifton. The Serenity Prayer Faith and Politics in Times of Peace and War (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
2003), as quoted in the frontispiece 
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3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Watch enough TV for at least a week (more if your teacher/catechist 

extends the deadline) in order to select ten commercials (shown on cable and/or 

broadcast channels) in programs that target youth of your age or younger. 

1. Divide a sheet of paper into two columns (A and B) 

2. In column A list the names of the products 

3. In column B (opposite each product) describe how that commercial invites the 

viewer either to conform to some sort of behavior or to be an individual 

Bring your findings to class for a discussion on how advertising that is pitched to youth 

either promotes conformity or values independence or interdependence. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Two scenarios from real-life situations in a Teen Confirmation Program: 

It is a Sunday afternoon in early October, and about 35 Ninth Graders have arrived in 

the parish multi-purpose room for the first session of Year One of their two-year 

Confirmation Preparation Program. Most of them just graduated last June from the 

parish school, so, for better or worse, they are familiar with each other. They are 

currently enrolled in about eight or nine different high schools (Catholic, public and 

nondenominational private – one is home-schooled).  

However, there are two or three students present who didn’t go to the parish school 

with the others. Understandably, they feel a bit uncomfortable in the face of 30 or more 

students they don’t know. Lots of meeting and greeting is going on because it’s the first 

time since June that these teens have all been together. No one (except the catechist) 

makes a move to greet any one of the other teens, though. It’s as though they are 

invisible. Awkward, to say the least! Suddenly, unprovoked by the adults present, three 

teens (a boy and two girls) move across the room to greet and welcome the shiest of 

the “outsiders.” They introduce themselves and ask her name and school, making 

small talk. It’s a start. 
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Again, it is a Sunday afternoon in October, and about 30 Tenth Graders have arrived in 

the parish multi-purpose room (on a different Sunday from the Ninth Graders) for the 

first session of Year Two of the Confirmation Preparation Program. As above, most of 

them graduated from the parish school together. Again, they attend an array of high 

schools, but, still, old habits die hard. The session has just begun and is going fairly 

well until a boy enters (late!) through the back door. In a nano-second, the mood and 

atmosphere in the room change. There are furtive looks, uncomfortable giggles, and 

then the discussion, once sort of lively, becomes labored. The boy sits in the back row 

of chairs, arms crossed over his chest, saying nothing. Eighth Grade Class bully has 

re-entered their Tenth Grade lives. A few awkward minutes later, another boy enters 

(even later!) through the same door. This time there are loud giggles, obvious stares, 

and a feeling of “Oh, no!” permeates the air in the room. Eighth Grade Class weird guy 

has re-entered their Tenth Grade lives. Any attempts at further discussion of a theme 

or topic or any attempt at decent participation in an activity have died on the spot. 

Painful for the catechist; painful for the teens. 

Put yourself in each scenario as a member of this Confirmation prep session. 

Remember, it’s a prep for Confirmation -- a very “faith-in-action” kind of sacrament, if 

there ever was one. 

What was really going on in each session above? 

Would you describe any of what went on in these two sessions as examples of 

“independent thinking” (the theme of this lesson), having a “special walk,” or “exercising 

the right “not to participate”? 

Do you experience (or witness) anything like these scenarios in your current situation? 

If so, what can you do about it? 

How can you put your faith in action -- in the simplest of settings, which end up having 

the most complex of group dynamics? 

Assignment: Do something—no matter how simple or small -- to make a difference in 

this regard in your own sphere. 
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FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING 
“KNOWING YOURSELF”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 27) 

 
APPS:  
OT: Adam and Eve [lack of self-knowledge], Solomon  

NT: Jesus and the Pharisees 

Gifts and Fruits of the Holy Spirit; Moral Decision-Making; Conscience-Formation; Core 

Catholic Beliefs; Catholic Social Teaching; Prayer and Spirituality; Grace. 
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TEEN WOLF  (PG) 
Feeling Weird       1:30 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary & Up 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Does everyone feel weird in some way? Why? Why not? 

SYNOPSIS:  An ordinary teenager suddenly becomes an excellent basketball player 

and a popular student at school. The problem is that his new abilities are the result of 

becoming a werewolf! It may mean that he has the girl of his dreams and all the friends 

he could want, but is it worth the price of being so different? 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from MGM and United Artists; Directed by Rod Daniel; 

Written by Jeph Loeb and Matthew Weisman; Produced by Mark Levinson and Scott 

M. Rosenfelt; Starring Michael J. Fox, James Hampton, Susan Ursitti, and Jerry 

Levine. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT: 
Does everyone feel weird in some way?  Why?  Why not? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Why do people sometimes feel ashamed of themselves and their abilities? 

How do others treat people who are different? 

How do you treat them? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  A student in your class is (taller, smarter, more athletic, cuter, you-

name-it – or all of the above!) than you and, for that matter, almost everyone else! 

(S)he enjoys a certain status among his/her peers. For a long while, (s)he has handled 

this “superiority” very well, striking a good balance. But lately, (s)he actually has begun 

to act in a superior way and expect special treatment. What advice can you give to this 

person, and what advice can you give to your friends who seem to be feeding this ego 

trip? 

 
HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Your strength is not in numbers, nor does your power depend upon stalwart men; but 

you are the God of the lowly, the helper of the oppressed, the supporter of the weak, 

the protector of the forsaken, the savior of those without hope.”  (Judith 9:11) 

“Great is our Lord, vast in power, with wisdom beyond measure.”  (Psalm 147:5) 

“He endows man with a strength of his own, and with power over all things else on 

earth.”  (Sirach 17:3) 

“…draw your strength from the Lord and from his mighty power.”  (Ephesians 6:10) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

(Matthew 27:37ff., also Mark 15:32) Read this selection and discuss how Jesus 

responds to those who taunt him in order to get him to show his power. 
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Harold Howard (Dad): "Listen, son, you’re going to be able to do a lot of things the 

other guys aren’t.” 

Teen Wolf 
 

“Responsibility is the price of greatness.”  

Winston Churchill, 19th-20th C. British orator, author; Prime Minister during  

World War II 
 

“Liberty means responsibility. This is why most men dread it.”  

George Bernard Shaw, 19th-20th C. Irish critic, playwright, essayist; recipient of 1925 

Nobel Prize for Literature 
 

“Nothing strengthens the judgment and quickens the conscience like individual 

responsibility.”  

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 19th C. American women’s rights pioneer 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Use one of the selections from “How Can These Scripture Passages 

Help Us?” above. (or another one of your choice that fits the theme of this lesson) and 

use it in the body of a prayer you compose, asking God for the grace to help you use 

your power(s) responsibly. Say this prayer every day for the next week. 
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3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  This activity can be done in groups or alone. 

Something to remember before you begin: it is a basic principle of “media 
mindfulness” that all media messages (especially including advertising) are 
constructed with a very special aim in mind – usually either money or power. 
Your aim will be a bit different, though, as you can see below. 

Construct a poster (much like those that promote concerts or performers, political 

candidates or self-help gurus, etc.) – the kinds of things that are stapled to telephone 

poles or plastered on message boards. Your theme will have to do with promoting 

Catholic Christianity as the hottest thing going, the wave of the future, etc. 

Use a catchy slogan or motto of your own creation 

Make it look colorful – it should have the “power” to attract people to your idea and be 

a “responsible” depiction of Catholicism (Two words that are at the center of this 

lesson, it should be noted). 

Keep it legible. You’ll want people to be able to read it. 

Use your creativity, your own style. 

Be prepared to show and explain your poster to the class at a date and time to be 

determined by your teacher/catechist. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Research local organizations in your (arch)diocese and local 

community that assist persons with special needs (developmentally disabled, physically 

disabled, home-bound, vision or hearing impaired, etc.). Find out what people your age 

can do to get involved. Compile a list and bring it to class in a week. All students can 

share their lists during class and then decide what individuals, or even the class as a 

whole, can do to be part of these worthy endeavors. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“KNOWING YOURSELF”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 27) 
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APPS: 
OT: Cain and Abel, Jacob and Esau; Solomon, David 

NT: Jesus and the local leaders, Jesus’ crucifixion and death) 

Images of God; authority and power; responsibility; Catholic Social Teaching 
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BACK TO THE FUTURE  (PG) 
Standing Up to Power       1:59 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:   
How could George stand up for himself?
SYNOPSIS:  Marty McFly is a kid who is never on time for anything. Then, thanks to 

his scientist friend, Marty gets shot back in time to the days when his parents were in 

high school. In the local soda shop where the future mayor sweeps up, Marty meets 

the teenage version of his dad, who is about to have one of many run-ins with the local 

bully. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Universal Studios; Directed by Robert Zemeckis; 

Written by Robert Zemeckis and Bob Gale; Produced by Neil Canton and Bob Gale; 

Starring Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd, Lea Thompson, Crispin Glover, and 

Thomas F. Wilson. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why?

 
NEXT:  Could George have stood up for himself? How? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Why is it hard sometimes to stand up to others? 

What holds people back?  OR  What holds you back? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
Why do people your age find themselves conforming to others? 

Do you? 

Is it important to fit in with the crowd? Why? 

What happens to people who “exercise the right” not to participate at all? 

What do people think of them? Do you know someone like that or is it you? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Look upon me, have pity on me, for I am alone and afflicted. Relieve the troubles of 

my heart, bring me out of my distress.”  (Psalm 25:16-17) 

“The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom do I fear? The Lord is my life’s refuge, of 

whom am I afraid?”  (Psalm 27:1) 

“In you, Lord, I take refuge; let me never be put to shame. In your justice, deliver me; 

incline your ear to me; make haste to rescue me! Be my rock of refuge, a stronghold to 

save me.”  (Psalm 31:2-3) 

“Be gracious to me, Lord, for I am in distress; with grief my eyes are wasted, my soul 

and body spent…To all my foes I am a thing of scorn…But I trust in you, Lord, I say, 

‘You are my God.’ My times are in your hands; rescue me from my enemies, from the 

hands of my pursuers. Let your face shine on your servant…”  (Psalm 31:10-18a) 
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HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

(Matthew 5:38b-45) Read this selection and decide what advice Jesus is giving us 

about standing up to power when he mentions things like turning the other cheek. 

Note to teacher/catechist: This is an often-misunderstood passage. On the face 
of it, it seems as though Jesus is asking us to wimp out and become doormats – 
taking a pummeling on both sides of the face. But in his award-winning book, 
The Powers That Be2, Professor Walter Wink reminds us of the problems faced, 
in the culture of Jesus’ time: 

A blow to the right cheek could not be delivered by the left hand because the left 
hand would never be used in such a way (only used for unclean activities). 

Rather, it would have to be delivered by the right hand as a backhand blow. 

But striking with the backhand was never a blow to injure, only to insult, 
humiliate or degrade. And it was never administered to one of equal rank – only 
by masters to slaves, husbands to wives, parents to children -- in order to put 
that person (who had gotten out of line) back into place. 

So, for someone who has been backhanded by another, to turn the other cheek 
and offer the left side of his/her face, would make it impossible for this second 
blow to be struck because the nose gets in the way! 

This leaves the only possible alternative – a forehand blow to the left cheek with 
the right fist. But only equals fight this way, Wink tells us. Certainly, a master is 
not going to do this because it would mean establishing equality with the slave. 

So, to turn the other cheek is actually an act of defiance, rendering the so-called 
“superior” person incapable of asserting dominance in the relationship. 

                                                
2 Walter Wink, The Powers That Be; Theology for a New Millennium (New York: Galillee Doubleday, 1998) 101ff. 
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Goldie Wilson: "What do you let those boys push you around like that for?"  

George McFly: "Well, they’re bigger than me."  

Goldie Wilson: "Stand tall, boy. Have some respect for yourself. Don’t you know that if 

you let people walk over you now, they’ll be walking over you for the rest of your life!” 

Back to the Future 
 

 [Christopher Robin to Pooh]: "Promise me you will always remember: You’re braver 

than you believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think” 

A.A. Milne, 19th 20th C. English humorist, author; creator of Winnie-the-Pooh 
 

“Courage doesn’t always roar. Sometimes courage is the quiet voice at the end of the 

day saying, ‘I will try again tomorrow.”  

Mary Anne Radmacher, contemporary American author, artist 
 

“Courage is not the absence of fear, but rather the judgment that something else is 

more important than fear.”  

Ambrose Redmoon, 20th C. Beatnik writer 

 

2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Where do you see the misuse of power? School? Neighborhood? 

Family? Community? Country? World? Other? Write a prayer asking God for the grace 

to be strong in the face of this problem and to find a way to help those being victimized 

by this misuse of power. Say this prayer at least once every day for the next week. 
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3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Power means “a capacity to do something; or strength or control and 

influence.” But authority, at its root, means to “give life to.” An author of a book gives 

life to something that didn’t exist before (s)he wrote it. In fact, we even refer to God as 

the “Author of Life.” Someone who exhibits authority brings life to the situation over 

which (s)he is responsible. 

Spend a week going through newspapers and news magazines. 

Cut out any articles that deal with “power,” but not “authority,” and put them into one 

envelope, box or basket. 

Also, cut out any articles that deal with “power” but that incorporates “authority” as well, 

and put them into a separate envelope, box, or basket. 

Bring these two containers (full of articles) to class and share your findings with the 

others. 

Was there an imbalance in the number of articles in each container? 

What might that teach you about what piques the interest of the print media? 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Resolve to act always with authority and not raw power. Try it for the 

next week or so – or for a lifetime. 

 
FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  

“KNOWING YOURSELF”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 27) 
 
APPS:   
OT: Behavior of various kings, Psalms  

NT: Jesus stands up to local leadership; meaning of “turning the other cheek”  

Courage and the virtues; The Sacrament of Confirmation; the Confirmation liturgy and 

the prayer for the laying on of hands: “…the spirit of right judgment and courage,” 

Catholic Social Teaching 
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A WALK TO REMEMBER  (PG) 
Self-Confidence       1:18 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question: 
Does it matter what people think about you?  Why?  Why not?
SYNOPSIS:  Based on the novel by Nicholas Sparks, this film tells the story of a girl, 

firmly grounded in her religious beliefs, who finds herself attracted to a boy whose life 

and background are quite the opposite of hers. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Warner Brothers; Directed by Adam Shankman; 

Written by Karen Janszen (based on a novel by Nicholas Sparks); Produced by Denise 

Di Novi and Hunt Lowrey; Starring Shane West, Mandy Moore, Peter Coyote, and 

Daryl Hannah. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT: Does it matter what people think about you? Why (not)?
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GOING DEEPER: 
What does it mean to be self-confident? 

Whose opinions really matter to you? 

How many people know the real you? 

 
MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  Adults are always saying that people should “have the courage of their 

convictions.” 

What does that mean?  

Do you have people in your life (family, school, neighborhood) that would fit this 

description?  

Do you fit this description? Describe how this is so. 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Is not your piety a source of confidence, and your integrity of life your hope?” (Job 4:6) 

“Should you speak sharply to a friend, fear not, you can be reconciled. But a 

contemptuous insult, a confidence broken, or a treacherous attack will drive away any 

friend.”  (Sirach 22:22) 

“God indeed is my savior; I am confident and unafraid. My strength and my courage is 

the Lord, and he has been my savior.”  (Isaiah 12:2) 

“Pray for us, for we are confident that we have a clear conscience, wishing 

to act rightly in every respect.”  (Hebrews 13:18) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion. Note this is 

a very short passage – one verse – and will be difficult to dramatize, as is. However, 

the students might rise to the challenge of dreaming up dialogue for the relatives 

mentioned here who think Jesus is “out of his mind.”) 

While focusing on the one small passage in Mark (3:21), in which Jesus’ relatives think 

he’s crazy, also read the context – verses both before and after. Decide what brings 

these kinfolk to this conclusion and how Jesus deals with their concern. 
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

Landon: "You don’t care what people think about you?"  

Jamie: "No.”  

A Walk to Remember 
 

“Once we believe in ourselves, we can risk curiosity, wonder, spontaneous delight, or 

any experience that reveals the human spirit.”  

E. E. Cummings, 20th C. American poet 
 

“Look within. Within is the fountain of good, and it will ever bubble up, if thou wilt ever 

dig.”  

Marcus Aurelius, ancient Roman Emperor 
 

“But the real secret to total gorgeousness is to believe in yourself, have self-

confidence, and try to be secure in your decisions and thoughts.”  

Kirsten Dunst, contemporary American actress 
 

“God helps those that help themselves.”  

Benjamin Franklin, 18th C. American; statesman, diplomat, scientist, politician; one of 

the “Founding Fathers” of the United States 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  This is one of the “Notable Quotables” from the above activity: 

“Once we believe in ourselves, we can risk curiosity, wonder, spontaneous delight, or 

any experience that reveals the human spirit.”  

(E. E. Cummings, 20th C. American poet)  

Use it to inspire a prayer that you will write, asking God for the courage to learn how to 

live this poet’s message. Say the prayer every day for a week. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  For a week, spend time with advertising media (both print, online and, 

TV and radio), researching the ways that various products target the insecurities and 

fears of consumers. Come to class next week, prepared with your list of at least ten 

ads/commercials that attempt to lure people into buying products by suggesting to 

them how inadequate they are. For a different point of view, look at “The Dove [Soap] 

Campaign for Real Beauty” at www.Dove.us/Beauty 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Use this quote from the New Testament: “Pray for us, for we are 

confident that we have a clear conscience, wishing to act rightly in every respect.” 

(Hebrews 13:18) 

Talk to your family about how this thought can play out in your family activities. 

If there is a reason why the above family discussion would be difficult or impossible, 

instead talk to one or two friends about the same idea. 

Then, go out and live your lives accordingly. 

Check in with each other from time to time to evaluate how things are going. 

The benefit to including others in this plan is that the support of the group can make 

any difficult task more bearable. 

 
FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  

“KNOWING YOURSELF”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 27) 
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APPS:   
OT: Behavior of various kings, Psalms  

NT: Jesus stands up to local leadership; meaning of “turning the other cheek”  

Courage and the virtues; The Sacrament of Confirmation; the Confirmation liturgy and 

the prayer for the laying on of hands: “…the spirit of right judgment and courage,” 

Catholic Social Teaching 
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WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING 
“KNOWING YOURSELF”3 

 

For Christians, the Bible is THE sacred book, divided into two parts (Old 
Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures, and New Testament, or Christian Scriptures), 
composed by many different human authors, and inspired by the Holy Spirit.  
The selections from ”Christianity” and “Judaism” below come from the Catholic 
translation known as the New American Bible (the same as that used in Mass 
and all other sacramental liturgies).  It is important to note that the selection from 
“Judaism” below comes from the text of Scripture that Judaism and Catholic 
Christianity hold in common. 
 
However, many other faith traditions throughout the world have produced written 
records of their own beliefs and/or reflections on the practice of faith in one’s 
everyday life.  Listing these here as well will assist the teacher/catechist to draw 
on a wealth of wisdom when engaging the students in dialog about this theme. 
 
Christianity 
Do not conform yourselves to this age but be transformed by the renewal 

of your mind, that you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and 

pleasing and perfect.  

Romans 12:2 
 
Judaism 
Your strength is not in numbers, nor does your power depend upon stalwart men; but 

you are the God of the lowly, the helper of the oppressed, the supporter of the weak, 

the protector of the forsaken, the savior of those without hope. 

Judith 9:11 
 
 

                                                
3 Special Thanks to:  William Gallington: Universal Spiritual Thoughts,  Ilene Cooper: The Golden Rule,  Munir Shaikh: Writer, 
UCLA Doctoral Student 
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Islam 
You are accountable for none but yourself.  

Qur’an 4.84 
 

Hinduism 
He moves about becoming manifold within the heart where the arteries meet, like 

spokes fastened to the nave.  Meditate on the Self as OM [sacred syllable]. 

Mundaka Upanishad II - 2:6 
 

Buddhism 

What we think we become. 

The Buddha 

 
Shinto 
Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest. 

Shinto Saying 
 

Confucianism 
To that calmness there will succeed a tranquil repose.  In that repose there may be 

careful deliberation, and that deliberation will be followed by the attainment of the 

desired end. 

The Great Learning: 1 
 
Zoroastrianism 

For I know words of prayer are effective with Ye, which end to a good object. 

Avesta Yasna 28:10 
 

Sikhism 
If you remember the Lord in meditation for a moment, even for an instant, then your life 

will become fruitful and prosperous. 

Guru Granth Sahib, Rag Majh: 14 
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Bahá'í 
The wisdom of prayer is this:  That it causeth a connection between the servant and 

the True One, because in that state man with all heart and soul turneth his face 

towards His Highness, the Almighty, seeking His association and desiring His love and 

compassion. 

Bahá'í World Faith: Selected Writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá, p. 368 
 

Native American Religions 
God gives us each a song. 

Ute 
 
African Traditional Religions 
A river does not flow so far that it forgets its source. 

Yoruba! Proverb (Nigeria) 
 

 
FILM CLIPS ABOUT “KNOWING YOURSELF” FROM OTHER EPISODES  

IN THIS SERIES 
 

EPISODE 1:  HONESTY   COOPERATION   RESPECT 
Cool Runnings 
An Olympic bobsled coach attempts to explain why he cheated in an important race. 

 
X-Men 
Xavier introduces the school for mutants where students soon discover that everyone 

is unique. 
 
Boundin’ 
A jackrabbit helps a recently shorn sheep to look on the bright side. 
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Remember the Titans 
Coach Boon informs the members of his team that unless they get to know each other, 

he will assign extra practices. 

 
Babe 
Fly, the female sheepdog tells Babe to do whatever it takes to make the sheep listen to 

him, but Babe learns how to accomplish the task by being polite. 

 

EPISODE 2:  KINDNESS   SELF-CONTROL   GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP  
The Mighty Ducks 
The coach of the hockey team tells one of his players to cheat in order to win.  The 

player refuses. 

 
EPISODE 3:  COURAGE   PERSEVERANCE   LOYALTY 
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace 
The Council tests Anakin Skywalker and finds that his fear is blocking his Force. 

 

Shrek 
Shrek and Donkey get into a fight over the Princess’ secret, but Donkey sticks around 

because he says, “That’s what friends are for." 

 

Chariots of Fire 
Eric Liddell stumbles and falls during a race, but gets back up and wins. 

 

Parenthood 
Gil, Karen and Grandma have different attitudes toward the same events.  Is it possible 

that the way we see things can help us persevere?  

 

EPISODE 5:  PRIDE   CITIZENSHIP   HONOR    
Akeelah and the Bee 
In the finals of a spelling bee, a contender intentionally misses a word and is 

confronted by her opponent. 
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Napoleon Dynamite 
Rex, the martial arts instructor, attempts to sell his program for self-esteem to 

Napoleon and Kip. 

 

The Rookie 
The coach of an uninspired baseball team explains to the players that doing their best 

now will influence their success in life down the road. 

 

It’s a Wonderful Life 
A man and wife risk everything to protect the savings of members of the Savings and 

Loan. 

 

Eight Men Out 
A player for the White Sox shares his suspicion that his teammates are cheating. 

 

Batman Begins 
After a long absence Bruce Wayne meets Rachel at a posh hotel. She challenges 

Bruce to act upon the positive values he insists exist within himself. 

 

The Ant Bully 
Lucas and Zoc, an ant warrior, discuss how their respective societies deal with diversity 

and violence. 

 

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 
Spock struggles to understand why his teammates would risk their own lives to save 

him.  Spock's mother explains, "The good of the one outweighed the good of the 

many." 

 

The World Trade Center 
At the end of the film, at a “welcome home” party, John McLoughlin reflects:  “It’s all 

about ... people taking care of other people, for no other reason than it’s the right thing 

to do.” 
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The Spirit of America  
An inspiring and challenging montage of short clips from the history of American 

movies explores American style and values. 

 

EPISODE 6:  VISION   FORGIVENESS   EMPATHY (THE GOLDEN RULE) 
Billy Madison 
Billy asks a man to whom he was mean years ago for forgiveness. 

 

Star Trek: The Undiscovered Country 
At the beginning of the film Kirk reflects on whether he can put aside his hatred of the 

Borgs, who are responsible for the death of Kirk’s son, in order to negotiate a peace 

agreement. 

 

Antwone Fisher 
After dinner at Dr. Davenport’s home, Antwone is told he needs to forgive his family in 

order to survive. 

 

Truman Show 
Truman comes face to face with the reality that his entire life is not what he believed it 

was.  

 

Coach Carter 
A basketball coach challenges his team to consider what it will take to achieve their 

dreams. 

 

The Great Outdoors 
Two brothers-in-law have very different perceptions of a mountain lake. 

 

Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country 
Captain Kirk reflects on his final voyage as the Enterprise sails off into the unknown 

future.  
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Bridge to Terabithia 
On the school bus, Leslie explains to Jesse how she made friends with their tormentor 

by empathizing with her. 

 

EPISODE 7:  MAKING A DIFFERENCE   TEAMWORK   CARING FOR OTHERS    
Pay it Forward: “The assignment” 
A social studies teacher challenges his class to look at the world and come up with a 

way to fix the things they don’t like. 

 

Pay it Forward: “It has to be something big” 
Trevor, a member of the class, presents his concept of “Pay it Forward” as a means of 

changing the world for the better. 

 

Pay it Forward: "It's not fair" 
Trevor tells his teacher that his plan for “Pay if Forward” hasn’t worked as well as he 

hoped. 

 

Remember the Titans: “Rule it like Titans” 
Coach Boone outlines the challenges of playing as a truly integrated football team. 

 

Remember the Titans: "If you survive" 
Coach Boon addresses the young men who wish to try out for places on the football 

team.  He warns them that as coach he is the law.  Everyone who survives football 

camp will be on the team, “If you survive!” 

 

Remember the Titans: “Go give it to him" 
In a crucial game, a player asks Coach Yoast to replace him with another player who 

has an attitude but is better than he is. 
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Into the Arms of Strangers: “Ursula’s birthday party” 
Ursula Rosenfeld describes her 8th birthday party as a Jewish child in Germany the 

year Hitler came to power.  Although she invited many non-Jewish friends, none came. 

 

Into the Arms of Strangers: "Kurt meets his foster family" 
Kurt Fuchel and his British foster mother describe getting to know each other.  

 

Into the Arms of Strangers: "I was meant to survive" 
A Jewish survivor of World War II reflects on the purpose of his life. 
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FACING PEER PRESSURE 
(See page 58 for other Film Clips regarding this topic. See page 4 for table of contents) 
 
DRUMLINE  (PG) 
Responsibility for Others       1:59 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:   
What is the difference between good and bad peer pressure? 

SYNOPSIS:  A kid from Harlem is recruited into a southern university marching band. 

Thinking that he is the answer to all the band’s problems does not score him any points 

with the tough band professor. Everyone needs a lesson in what it means to work as a 

team and what it means to be responsible for one another.

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from 20th Century Fox: Directed by Charles Stone III; 

Written by Tina Gordon Chism and Shawn Schepps; Produced by Timothy M. Bourne, 

Wendy Finerman, and Jody Gerson; Starring Nick Cannon, Zoë Saldana, Orlando 

Jones, Leonard Roberts, GQ, Jason Weaver, Earl C. Poitier, and Candace Carey. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene?  

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  What is the difference between good and bad peer pressure? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Are we responsible for another’s actions? 

Why (not)? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  You and your friend are trying out for the same (athletic team, school 

play, place on the school newspaper staff, empty seat in the trumpet section of the 

school orchestra, opening on the cheerleading squad, or you-name-it). You see that 

(s)he could make one little correction in a skill that might win him/her that coveted spot, 

but it could also mean that she might be chosen instead of you. Nothing is certain, 

though. So, what’s it going to be? Help him/her or keep your mouth shut? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
Acts 2:41-47 describes the early Christian community (the first in Jerusalem to be 

baptized in response to a rousing sermon delivered by Peter). What does this passage 

say about being responsible for others? 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read one or more of the following selections and decide what value Jesus places on 

working and praying together: 

(Matthew 18:20)  Jesus reminds the Twelve that he will be with them in a community at 

prayer. 

(Luke 10:1)  Jesus sends out the Seventy-Two (disciples) in pairs. 

(Mark 14:12ff., Matthew 26:17ff., Luke 22: 7ff., John 13:1ff) Jesus joins the community 

of the Twelve at supper. (A Passover meal in the Synoptic Gospels, probably a pre-

Passover meal in John’s Gospel) to give them something important: “This is my 

body…blood” in the Synoptics, and the washing of the feet as a model of service in 

John. 

Note to teacher/catechist: In reference to the term synoptic used above, see this 
-- “The gospels according to Matthew, Mark, and Luke are so similar to each 
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other that, in a sense, they view Jesus ‘with the same eye’ (syn-optic), in contrast 
to the very different picture of Jesus presented in the Fourth Gospel (John)…” 4 

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“The world has never truly had to develop an ethic of interdependence rooted in our 

common humanity. And, if we do it, the 21st Century will be the most interesting, 

exciting, peaceful era in history.”  

William Jefferson Clinton, contemporary American; 42nd President of the United 

States 
 

“The way a team plays as a whole determines its success. You may have the greatest 

bunch of individual stars in the world, but if they don’t play together, the club won’t be 

worth a dime.”  

Babe Ruth, 20th C. American; 3 Felix Just, SJ, Ph.D., “The Synoptic Problem,” an 

article on his web site, Catholic Resources for Bible, Liturgy, Art, and Theology 

(http://catholic‐resources.org) baseball player; one of the first five players to be 

inducted into the Baseball hall of Fame; the first player to hit over 50 games in one 

season 
 

“I am a member of a team, and I rely on the team. I defer to it and sacrifice for it 

because the team, not I the individual, is the ultimate champion.”  

Mia Hamm, contemporary American; Olympic Gold Medalist in soccer 
 

“Provision for others is a fundamental responsibility of human life.”  

Woodrow Wilson, 19th-20th C. American; 28th President of the United States 

                                                
4 Felix Just, SJ, Ph.D., “The Synoptic Problem,” an article on his web site, Catholic Resources for Bible, Liturgy, Art, and Theology 
(http://catholic-resources.org) 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Matthew 18:20 reads, “For where two or three are gathered together in 

my name, there I am in the midst of them.” Isn’t that what you do at Mass: gather 

together in Jesus’ name? Isn’t that what you do when you are in prayer in religion 

class? Isn’t that what you do at table prayer with your family? Have you ever marveled 

at what a profound and joyful honor it is to have Jesus present as a prayer partner? Do 

it now – marvel – and continue to do so every day for at least a week. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  Listen to your top ten favorite songs and write down any lyrics (or parts 

of lyrics) that mention anything about being responsible for others. Bring to class next 

week for a discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Rev. Mark S. Hanson, Presiding Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran 

Church in America and President of the Lutheran World Federation, is quoted as 

saying: “I think too often Christians have found their comfort zone in acts of charity, 

compassion and love, rather than the struggle for justice and the full inclusion of 

marginalized people.” 

What’s your response to this statement? 

Do you think it’s accurate? 

Is it reflective of your belief? 

What can you, as an individual, do to maintain a balance in your life between acts of 

charity and acts of justice? 

What can your family, class, school, church, etc. do in this regard? 

Why don’t you try to get something like this started as a family, school or class project? 

Couldn’t hurt. Might just help. 

 
FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“FACING PEER PRESSURE”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 56) 
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APPS:   
OT: Ten Commandments, Jacob and Esau, Cain and Abel 

NT: Jesus in community at prayer, Work and Play; Early Christian Community 

Integrity; Prayer and Spirituality; Catholic Social teaching; Church 
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SKY HIGH  (PG) 
Checking Your Sources       1:51 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:   
How do you know if someone is telling you the truth?
SYNOPSIS:  It’s not easy to be the powerless son of the most famous superheroes on 

the planet. At least his best friend is always there for him. But when his powers finally 

emerge and the most popular girl in school suddenly notices him, will there still be 

room in his new life for the friend he has left behind? 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Walt Disney Studios; Directed by Mike Mitchell; 

Written by Paul Hernandez, Robert Schooley, and Mark McCorkle; Produced by 

Andrew Gunn; Starring Michael Angarano, Kurt Russell, and Kelly Preston. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT: How can you tell whether or not someone is telling the truth?
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GOING DEEPER: 
What should a person do when hearing something bad about a friend? 

(Without revealing names) can you give an example? 

What does it mean to be truly loyal? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  Finally, your friend has what (s)he has always wanted – to be part of 

the “in crowd” (“cool group” or whatever they are being called in your locale), or so 

(s)he thinks. In reality, they’re just having “fun” at his/her expense. In fact, from time-to-

time you even overhear cruel and false statements about your friend being passed 

around by members of this group. Your friend is clueless about this situation, though. 

So you take it upon yourself to… 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Be brave and steadfast; have no fear or dread of them, for it is the Lord, your God, 

who marches with you; he will never fail or forsake you.”  (Deuteronomy 31:6) 

“Lord, God of hosts, who is like you? Mighty Lord, your loyalty is always present.” 

(Psalm 89:9) 

“With three things I am delighted, for they are pleasing to the Lord and to men: 

Harmony among brethren, friendship among neighbors, and the mutual love of 

husband and wife.”  (Sirach 25:1) 

“Every friend declares his friendship, but there are friends who are friends in name 

only.”  (Sirach 37:1) 

“…be firm, steadfast, always fully devoted to the work of the Lord, knowing that in the 

Lord your labor is not in vain.”  (1 Corinthians 15:58) 
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HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read some or all of these selections about Jesus and two notable members of The 

Twelve [apostles] and decide what we can learn from Jesus about friendship and 

loyalty. 

Judas  (Matthew 26:14-16, 26:20-25, 26:46-50, 27:3-5a; Mark 14:10-11, 14:43-50; 

Luke 22:3-4, 22:47- 48; John 13:21-22,17:1-8, 17:26-27) 

Peter  (Matthew 14:28-31, 16:15-19, 16:21-25, 19:27-29, 26:69-75; Mark 5:37,14:29-

42, 14:66-72; Luke 4:1-10, 9:18-20, 22:54-61; John 13:6-9, 13:36-38, 18:15-27,  

21:15-17) 

 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“Avoid popularity; it has many snares and no real benefits.”  

William Penn, 16th-17th C. English real estate entrepreneur, philosopher; Quaker 

leader; founder of Pennsylvania 
 

“We are so vain that we even care for the opinion of those we don’t care for.”  

Marie Von Ebner-Eschenbach, 19th-20th C. Czech, then Austrian; novelist 
 

“Life is partly what we make it, and partly what is made by the friends we choose.” 

Tennessee Williams, 20th C. American playwright 
 

“Fame is vapor, popularity an accident, riches take wings. Only one thing endures and 

that is character.”  

Horace Greeley, 19th C. American newspaper editor, reformer, politician 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(Younger Students)  Consider what might be really important to you. Popularity? 

Praise? Some sort of fame? A physical skill? Good looks? Authentic friendship? 

Compose a prayer, asking God for the strength to handle with grace whatever benefits 

come your way and to remain a loyal friend in the process. Say this prayer every day 

for a week. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  Two Choices, using the theme of this film clip: “Using Popularity as a 

Weapon:” 

Think of or view again a movie with which you are familiar that expresses this theme 

and (with Gospel principles in mind) write a review of it, praising or decrying its 

depiction of the theme. Be ready to share this with your class next week. 

Alone or with a group, make your own 2-5-minute film (animated or live action) 

depicting the theme. Be ready to show it to the class and conduct a discussion about 

the theme at a time to be determined by your teacher/catechist. 
o 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Alcoholics Anonymous (as well as many other 12-step recovery 

programs) is basically spiritual at its core. Of the twelve, the eighth step invites persons 

in recovery to make a list of all persons they harmed while in the throes of the addiction 

and become willing to make amends (a sort of apology) to them.  

With this example in mind, think of any people whom you might have harmed by your 

popularity or so-called “friendship.” Take a bold step and find a way to make amends to 

them for any harm you directed their way. 

 
FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“FACING PEER PRESSURE”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 56) 
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APPS:  
OT: The steadfastness of God  

NT: Jesus and his friends –Twelve Apostles -- especially John, Peter, Judas – Mary, 

Martha, Lazarus  

Being true to oneself; Catholic Social Teaching; basic Catholic beliefs; conscience 

formation; moral decision-making; prayer and spirituality 
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A CHRISTMAS STORY  (PG) 
Standing Up to a Dare       1:58 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary - Secondary 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  
Do your friends influence what you say and do?  How?  Why? 

SYNOPSIS:  This tale may be set in the 1940’s, but the situations these kids face are 

very familiar today. For example, when a friend dares you to do something that you 

know is not a good idea, what will you choose to do? 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from MGM and Warner Brothers; Directed by Bob Clark; 

Written by Jean Shepherd, Leigh Brown, and Bob Clark; Produced by Bob Clark and 

René Dupont; Starring Peter Billingsley, Darren McGavin, Melinda Dillon, and Ian 

Petrella. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT: 
Do your friends influence what you say and do?  How?  Why? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
What makes a dare so powerful? 

What would happen if someone said “no” to a dare? 

Do you have a personal example of this (no names, please)? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  At a party, you and some “friends” are playing the timeless game, 

“Truth or Dare.” It’s your turn and you choose “dare.” You’re not concerned because, 

up to now, the dares have been rather silly – nothing more than mild embarrassments. 

However, this time, the dare given you would potentially take you way, way, waaaaaay 

out of your comfort zone and require you to do something that challenges your moral 

code of behavior. 

What to do? 

But these are the cool guys/girls with whom you have been longing to hang out. What 

to do? 

But they’ll call you names and make you feel very small at school on Monday if you 

weasel out. What to do? 

But you’ve been waiting sooo long to be friends with this group. What to do? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Who will rise up for me against the wicked? Who will stand up for me against 

evildoers?”  (Psalm 94: 16) 

“Then he said to him [the tenth leper], ‘Stand up and go; your faith has saved you.’” 

(Luke 17:19) 

“As for yourself, you must say what is consistent with sound doctrine…, showing 

yourself as a model of good deeds in every respect, with integrity dignity, and sound 

speech…”  (Titus 2:1a and 8a) 
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HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Read these selections and learn about the impact of crowds on Jesus’ life and death: 

Matthew 27: 20-25; Luke 23:3-5; John 7:10-13 

[Note to the teacher/catechist: Re: the passage from John (above) -- In Semitic 
usage, “brothers” can refer not only to children of the same parents, but also to 
nephews, cousins, and half-brothers.] 
 

THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“Be not angry that you cannot make others as you wish them to be, since you cannot 

make yourself as you wish to be.”  

Thomas à Kempis, Medieval German Catholic monk; probable author of one of the 

best-known books on prayer, The Imitation of Christ 
 

“Courage is never to let your actions be influenced by your fears.”  

Arthur Koestler, 20th C. British novelist, journalist, critic 
 

“Just as there is no loss of basic energy in the universe, so no thought or action is 

without its effects, present or ultimate, seen or unseen, felt or unfelt.”  

Norman Cousins, 20th C. American essayist, editor 
 

“I dare you, boy and girls, to make life obey you, not you it. It is only a shallow dare to 

do foolish things. I dare you to do the uplifting, courageous things.”  

William Danforth, 19th 20th C. American; founder of the Ralston Purina Company; co-

founder of the American Youth Foundation (AYF); author of the classic motivational 

book, I Dare You, promoting the four-fold daily practice: Think Tall, Stand Tall, Smile 

Tall, Live Tall 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Jesus said to the tenth leper whom he cured, “Your faith has saved 

you.” This is a pretty basic statement of belief in Catholic theology. Jesus has saved us 

once and for all. When we have faith, we accept this salvation; we don’t have to do 

anything to earn it. However faith cannot be stagnant. If we believe something, we 

need to act like it, don’t we? Compose a prayer, asking God for the continued strength 

to live out your faith, no matter the pressures to do otherwise. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  Write the script for or actually create a film (your choice) using one of 

the following corporate catch phrases: 

The Container Store, a chain of stores selling all kinds of organizational items (shelves, 

boxes, files, and so much more) for the home, office and school has the following motto 

printed on all their bags: “What We Stand For.” 

In recent history, Volkswagen cars used the following idea in their TV advertizing: 

“Woe Isn’t You. Dare to Be Happy.” 

A helpful note: this is a take-off on the very old sentence, “Woe Is Me,” meaning, 
“I am sad or distressed.” Shakespeare used it in his play, Hamlet (Act 3, Scene I 
– spoken by Ophelia), but it originated in the Bible (sometimes as “woe unto 
me”).  See Job 10:15, Psalm 120:5, Isaiah 6:5, Jeremiah 4:31. The NAB also 
translates it as “alas” or “alas for me.” 
o 
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4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Here’s a dare for you: Dare to be different in a positive way. Dare to 

take a risk by… 

Checking out a local charity or community service that needs your help (look at Sunday 

Church bulletin for ideas or ask your religion teacher for suggestions), or 

Joining one of the “Faith-in-Action” organizations or committees in your school or 

parish, or 

Researching a hero that exemplified/ies charity/justice, with the aim of modeling this 

person’s actions (serving the poor or sick, reaching out to the persons with special 

needs, combating illiteracy, caring for the environment, etc.) 

Heroes to consider: Blessed Teresa of Calcutta, St. Francis of Assisi, Archbishop 

Oscar Romero, Dorothy Day, Mother Katherine Drexel, St. Damien of Molokai, Cesar 

Chavez. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., St. Elizabeth Ann Seton. Perhaps you may wish to 

consider former political leaders who went on to champion important causes, such as 

Former Vice-President Al Gore (environment), Former President Jimmy Carter (Habitat 

for Humanity, international peace-keeping missions), and Former Senator George 

Mitchell (peace-keeping negotiations in Northern Ireland, the Middle East, etc.) 

 
FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“FACING PEER PRESSURE”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 56) 

 
APPS:   
OT: The steadfastness of God 

NT: Jesus and his friends –Twelve Apostles -- especially John, Peter, Judas – Mary, 

Martha, Lazarus  

Being true to oneself; Catholic Social Teaching; basic Catholic beliefs; conscience 

formation; moral decision-making; prayer and spirituality 
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MEAN GIRLS  (PG-13) 
Cliques as Bullies       1:42 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  What are the rules your friends expect you to follow? 
SYNOPSIS: When a girl who has always been home-schooled suddenly enters a 

public high school, she learns that it can be pretty hard to fit in. So, when some popular 

girls invite her to join their clique, it seems like a great idea…or is it? 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from paramount; Directed by Mark Waters; Written by Tina 

Fey (based on the book Queen Bees and Wannabes by Rosalind Wiseman); Produced 

by Lorne Michaels and Tony Shimkin; Starring Lindsay Lohan, Rachel McAdams, Tim 

Meadows, and Tina Fey. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT: 
What are the rules your friends expect you to follow?
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GOING DEEPER: 
What is a “clique?" 

Can a clique be harmful? How? 

Can cliques control a person? How? 

What about you? Controlled by a clique? In a clique? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  In many schools, the tables in the lunchroom (or the areas of the lawn 

– wherever lunch is eaten in your school) are known to be governed by an unwritten 

“code,” determining who sits where and with whom. At your school is lunch-time 

seating just a friendly grouping or one assigned by the school (e.g., junior quad or 

senior lawn) -- or is there something less-than-friendly going on (e.g., self-selective 

seating by race, ethnicity, gender, attractiveness, in-group, etc.)? At your school, could 

you sit at any table (or in any area) for lunch if you wanted to? Would you be welcome? 

If the “tables were turned” (so to speak!), would you be welcoming to others? Is this 

situation just an inevitable part of school or can something be done about it? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Show no favoritism to your own discredit; let no one intimidate you to your own 

downfall.”  (Sirach 4:22) 

“How long, Lord, shall the wicked glory? How long will they mouth haughty speeches, 

go on boasting, all these evildoers? They crush your people, Lord, torment your very 

own.”  (Psalm 94:3-5) 

“But the souls of the just are in the hands of God, and no torment shall touch them.” 

(Wisdom of Solomon 17:13) 

"Bless those who persecute (you), bless and do not curse them.”  (Romans 12:14) 
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HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

Jesus was challenged by groups in his community who opposed his activities and 

teachings. Search the four Gospels for references to Jesus’ interaction with groups 

such as Pharisees, Sadducees, the Sanhedrin, etc. to see how he behaved in the face 

of their opposition. 

Note to teacher/catechist: For the benefit of your students, here are some 
descriptive characteristics of the leadership groups during Jesus’ time: 5 

Pharisees – A group of influential Jews who advocated/adhered to strict observance of 

the following practices based on the Hebrew Scriptures and later traditions: Sabbath 

rest, purity rituals, tithing, food restrictions 

Sadducees – A prominent group of Jews, probably a smaller, elite group, but more 

influential than the Pharisees. They followed the laws of the Hebrew Bible (Torah), but 

rejected newer traditions. Unlike the Pharisees, they did not believe in the resurrection 

of the dead. 

(Pharisees and Sadducees were political rivals and vied with each other for influence. 

Most Pharisees were laymen. Many Sadducees were priests.) 

Sanhedrin – the ruling council of the Jews 

Herodians – “probably a faction that supported the policies and government of the 

Herodian family, especially during the time of Herod Antipas, ruler over Galilee and 

Perea during the lifetimes of John the Baptist and of Jesus.” 4 Felix Just, SJ, Ph.D., 

“Jewish Groups at the Time of Jesus,” 

Zealots – one of the revolutionary groups in Jesus’ times that opposed Roman rule 

Scribes – those men who were trained in writing, making them valuable as translators, 

copyists, and authors of legal documents 

High Priest, Chief Priests, Priests, Levites – of the tribe of Levi, responsible for 

Temple sacrifice; religious and social leaders, portrayed in the Gospels as siding with 

other leaders in opposition to Jesus 
                                                
5 Felix Just, SJ, Ph.D., “Jewish Groups at the Time of Jesus,” an article on his web site, Catholic Resources for Bible, Liturgy, 

Art, and Theology (http://catholic-resources.org) 
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Elders – the older men of the community who were often part of the ruling elite 

A Caution: Do everything you can to help students see that the animosity of 
these Jewish leaders toward Jesus at this historical moment is just that, 
animosity towards Jesus at this historical moment. These groups were the 
establishment at the time, and Jesus and his message challenged the religious 
status quo. Whenever the term “the Jews” is used these days in class or in the 
proclamation of Scripture at Mass, help your students not to generalize and 
apply the term to the entire Jewish population now or in the past. Never let them 
forget that Jesus as well as Mary, Joseph, the Apostles (including Paul) were all 
Jews. Anti-Semitism is not a worthy thing for any Christian to practice. 

 
THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 

(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 
 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“Every clique is a refuge for incompetence. It fosters corruption and disloyalty. It begets 

cowardice, and, consequently, is a burden upon and a drawback to the progress of the 

country; its instinct and actions are those of the pack.”  

Madame Chiang Kai-shek; 18th-20th C. (died at age 105), Chinese politician, painter; 

wife of former Chinese president Chiang-Kaishek 
 

“If you let a bully come in your front yard, he’ll be on your porch the next day…” 

Lyndon B. Johnson, 20th C. American; 36th President of the United States 
 

“Liberty is the prevention of control by others. This requires self-control and, therefore, 

religious and spiritual influences, education knowledge, wellbeing.”  

Lord Acton, 19th-20th C. English thinker, editor, Cambridge University history professor 
 

“Like timidity, bravery is also contagious.”  

Munshi Premchand, 19th-20th C. Indian writer 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Where do you experience bullying at school or in your larger 

community? Are you a bully? Compose a prayer, asking God for the ability to 

determine whether or not you are a bully (to a younger sibling, to classmates, to 

persons with special needs, on a social network, in a club or sport, etc.) or a witness to 

bullying -- even a victim. 

If you are a bully, spend time in prayer every day, asking God for the strength to let go 

of this terrible behavior. 

If you are a witness to bullying or even a silent accomplice (by just letting it happen), 

spend time in prayer every day, asking God for the strength to stand up to the bully or, 

at the very least, to back away from this involvement. 

If you are a victim of a bully, spend time in prayer every day, asking God for the 

wisdom to know how and where to get help. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  This activity, obviously, should be done in class, not at home. Students 

need to prepare in advance, though. 

Bring something from home (song, magazine, newspaper, very short clip from a film on 

DVD, etc.) that depicts the theme of this lesson: “Cliques as Bullies.” 

Your teacher will ask you to help set up the room in this way: with a large open space, 

bisected by a taped or chalked line (something removable), effectively dividing the 

room into two equal halves. The word “YES” is taped or chalked (can use a sheet of 

paper with the word displayed) on one side of the dividing line, with the word “NO” in 

the same way on the other side. 

All students are to line up around the room (standing or sitting). 

A volunteer student shows/demonstrates his/her item from home. 

The rest of the students take sides (literally) to show whether or not they agree with this 

student’s choice. 
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One person from the “NO” side volunteers to make the case for the NO’s, trying to 

convince people from the YES side to come over to join them. 

Someone from the YES side will then follow the same procedure. 

The people who change sides are asked to reveal what convinced them. 

This activity should go on for a while so that the students can feel the impact of 

“standing up and being counted.” 

Once the class has finished with this activity (don’t give any one person or item too 

much time, but it might take more than one class period to accomplish this game, 

depending on class size), they should talk about their impressions of the process they 

just experienced. 

Was there any bullying going on in trying to get people to change sides, for example? 

Use the Lord Acton quotation in “Notable Quotables” (above) as part of the discussion. 

 

4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  What can you (and your friends and acquaintances – with the help of 

your teachers or counselors) do here and now to begin to reverse the problem of 

bullying cliques in your school or church group? How can you take a stand? Something 

must be done. It might as well start with you, but it doesn’t need to be accomplished 

alone. That’s too much to ask, isn’t it? 

 
FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“FACING PEER PRESSURE”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 56) 

 
APPS:  
OT: Psalms and Proverbs 

NT: Jesus in the face of critical local leadership; the actions of The Twelve apostles; 

Early Christian Community, Virtues; Gifts and Fruits of the Holy Spirit; Beatitudes; 

Catholic Social Teaching 
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WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING 
“FACING PEER PRESSURE”6 

 
For Christians, the Bible is THE sacred book, divided into two parts (Old 
Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures, and New Testament, or Christian Scriptures), 
composed by many different human authors, and inspired by the Holy Spirit.  
The selections from ”Christianity” and “Judaism” below come from the Catholic 
translation known as the New American Bible (the same as that used in Mass 
and all other sacramental liturgies).  It is important to note that the selection from 
“Judaism” below comes from the text of Scripture that Judaism and Catholic 
Christianity hold in common. 
 
However, many other faith traditions throughout the world have produced written 
records of their own beliefs and/or reflections on the practice of faith in one’s 
everyday life.  Listing these here as well will assist the teacher/catechist to draw 
on a wealth of wisdom when engaging the students in dialog about this theme. 
 

Christianity 
Do not be led astray: Bad company corrupts good morals. 

1 Corinthians 15.33 
 
Judaism 
What is attached to the defiled will be defiled; and what is attached to the pure will be 

pure.   

Kelim 12.2 
 
Islam 
Leave that which makes you doubt for that which does not make you doubt. 

Hadith in the Nawawi collection 

                                                
6 Special Thanks to:  William Gallington: Universal Spiritual Thoughts,  Ilene Cooper: The Golden Rule,  Munir Shaikh: Writer, 
UCLA Doctoral Student 
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Hinduism 
The most precious wealth is the wealth the wealth acquired by the ear.  Indeed, of all 

wealth that wealth is paramount…  Words from the lips of the upright are like a 

steadying staff in a slippery place. 

Tirukkural 411, 415 

 

Buddhism 

As the person you make your friend, as the one you follow, such do you yourself 

become. 

Itivuttaka 68-69 
 
Shinto 
Our eyes may see some uncleanliness, but let not our minds see things that are not 

clean.  Our ears may hear some uncleanliness, but let not our minds hear things that 

are not clean. 

Shinto saying 
 
Confucianism 
Those that are good; seek for friends:  That will help you to practice virtue with body 

and soul.  Those that are wicked, keep at a distance; it will prevent evil from 

approaching you. 

Tract of the Quiet Way 
 
Zoroastrianism 

"When you doubt, abstain." 
 

Taoism 
Right and wrong they confound… Evildoers call crooked what is straight, straight what 

is crooked. 

Treatise on Response & Retribution, Part 3 
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Sikhism 
Without selfless service are no objectives fulfilled; In service lies the purest action. 

Sikhism. Adi Granth, Maru, M.1, p. 992 
 
Bahá'í 
God created all; protects all; provides for all and is kind to all; why should you be 

unkind? If God had not loved humanity he would not have created it. Creation 

presupposes love. God is the real father; all are his children. All the creatures are equal 

in this one family of God save whosoever is more kind, more compassionate -- he is 

nearer to God. 

The second principles of Bahá’u’lláh 
 
African Traditional Religions 
Whoever lives with an ass, makes noises like an ass. 

Ethiopian Proverb 
 

Native American Religions 
Those that lie down with dogs, get up with fleas. –  
Blackfoot 
 

 
FILM CLIPS ABOUT “FACING PEER PRESSURE” FROM OTHER EPISODES  

IN THIS SERIES 
 

EPISODE 1:  HONESTY   COOPERATION   RESPECT 
Antz 
Because Z loses interest in cooperating with the other ants on his team, a disaster 

strikes. 

 
Sandlot 
The captain of the sandlot baseball team invites a “new kid” to join, even though the 

“new kid” is a mediocre player. 
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EPISODE 2:  KINDNESS   SELF-CONTROL   GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP  
Sandlot 
The captain of the sandlot baseball team invites a “new kid” to join, even though the 

“new kid” is a mediocre player. 

 
EPISODE 5:  PRIDE   CITIZENSHIP   HONOR    
It’s a Wonderful Life 
A man and wife risk everything to protect the savings of members of the Savings and 

Loan. 

 

Eight Men Out 
A player for the White Sox shares his suspicion that his teammates are cheating. 

 

EPISODE 6:  VISION   FORGIVENESS   EMPATHY (THE GOLDEN RULE) 
The Incredibles 
As an insurance adjuster, Bob Parr shows mercy to a distressed policyholder. His boss 

warns Bob not to be too generous. 
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UNDERSTANDING BULLIES 
(See page 82 for other Film Clips regarding this topic. See page 4 for table of contents) 
 
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN  (PG) 
Making a Stand       0:38 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary & Up 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question: When is it better to walk away?  When is it not? 
SYNOPSIS:  This older brother did not want to move to a new city and a new school. 

He did not ask to be laughed at by the bullies at school. He is sick and tired of being on 

the receiving end of the taunting. What will keep him from making a very big mistake? 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from 20th Century Fox; Directed by Shawn levy; Written by 

Sam Harper, Joel Cohen, and Alec Sokolow; Produced by Michael Bamathan, Ben 

Myron, and Robert Simonds; Starring Steve Martin, Bonnie Hunt, Tom Welling, and 

Hilary Duff. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  When is it better to walk away? When is it not? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Why do bullies say hurtful things or try to pick a fight? 

After all, what could they possibly be afraid of? Don’t they already have the upper 

hand? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  How is bullying showing up in your current situation and with your age 

group (at school, at home, on Facebook or other social networking sites, etc.)? How 

can people your age deal positively with this kind of problem? How can you? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Fear and trembling overwhelm me; shuddering sweeps over me. I say, ‘If only I had 

wings like a dove that I might fly away and find rest.'”  (Psalm 55:6-7) 

“Flee wickedness; let your hands be just, cleanse your heart of every sin.”   

(Sirach 38:10) 

“They flee from the sword…from the taut bow, from the fury of battle.”  (Isaiah 21:15) 

“Give honor to all, love the community, fear God, honor the king.”  (1 Peter 2:17) 

Note to teacher/catechist – in employing Bible passages using the term “fear of 
the Lord” or, in the case of 1 Peter above, “fear God,” it is important to help 
students understand that in the Bible the term has nothing to do with terror or 
fright. Rather, it is reverential fear, i.e., respect for God because of God’s 
sovereignty, goodness and justice toward all humankind. For the Hebrew 
people, fear of the Lord was thought of as the foundation of religion. 
 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

Read this selection and decide what we can learn from Jesus about appropriate 

behavior in the face of bullies: 

John 10:31-39  

[Note to teacher/catechist: See note on the Jews and Jewish leadership in the 
lesson above for Faith Clip #8.] 
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“No problem is so formidable that you can’t walk away from it.”  

Charles M. Schultz, 20th C. American cartoonist; creator of the Peanuts comic strip 
 

“Part of being a winner is knowing when enough is enough. Sometimes you have to 

give up the fight and walk away, and move on to something that’s more productive.” 

Donald Trump, contemporary American entrepreneur 
 

“You gotta know when to hold ‘em, know when to fold ‘em, know when to walk away, 

know when to run.”  

Lyric from “The Gambler,” a song written by Don Schlitz, made popular by 

contemporary American singer, Kenny Rogers 

OR, ON THE OTHER HAND: 
“Never walk away from failure. On the contrary, study it carefully and imaginatively for 

its hidden assets.”  

Michael Korda, contemporary English author and former editor-in-chief of the 

American book publishing company, Simon & Schuster 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  John 10: 39-40 says: “They [the leaders, the local powers-that-be] tried 

again to arrest him; but he escaped from their power. He went back across the Jordan 

[River] to the place where John [the Baptist] first baptized, and there he remained.” 

Jesus seems to want to draw strength from the place where he began his public 

ministry. 

Are there “powers” in your life from which you need to escape? Egoism? Tendency to 

lie, steal or cheat? Sexual activity? Gossip? Bullying? Alcohol or other substance 

[drugs] abuse? Too much gaming? You-name-it? 

Pray daily for the strength to “escape from their power” and to return to the place of 

authentic strength. 

Note to teacher/catechist: The above prayer activity needs age appropriate 
editing and supervision. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY AND 4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 

(COMBINED!) 
Important note to the teacher/catechist: Bullying of all kinds is a serious problem 
in today’s society, especially among and within groups of young people. Lesson 
plans for clips #9-12 in this Fourth Episode of Film Clips provide different ways 
to approach this problem, air it for discussion, and surface some reasonable 
steps toward solution(s). Because media can play a significant role in either 
furthering or combating this insidious problem, the “Media Mindfulness Activity” 
and the “Faith-in-Action” Activity have been combined for these four lessons, a 
departure from the pattern of other Episodes in the series. However, a “Sample 
Activity” is listed below*.  To begin… 
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It is important for you and your students to know that bullying can take several forms5: 

Physical (pushing, shoving, tripping, etc.) 

Verbal (taunts, insults, etc.) 

Relational (social exclusion: ”You can’t sit with us…”; spreading rumors: “Did you 

hear…?”; withholding friendship: “I won’t be your friend if you…”)7 

Investigate the following for valuable resources (activities, projects, etc) to use with the 

students on the subject of bullying for this lesson or any others in this series that deal 

with the topic. These will help educate them to ways they can put their faith in action in 

this regard: 

1. “The National Service Learning Project” web site page for “Teaching 
Resources.” http://nslp.convio.net/site/PageServer?pagename=TR_teaching 

2. The mandated materials provided by your (arch)diocese (for use with and for 

children and youth) that are in compliance with the American Bishops’ Charter for the 
Protection of Children and Young People (www.usccb.org/bishops/charter). Bullying 

is one of the topics covered. Sometimes bullying is referred to as “abuse among 

children” in these materials. Also visit “VIRTUS Online,” a program and service of The 

National Catholic Risk Retention Group, Inc. (www.virtus.org) 

*Sample Activity: Once you and your students are armed with some basic -- and 

correct --information, initiate a discussion about any ways in which the media 

(especially TV) contribute to the problem of bullying that is prevalent in our society and 

invite them to take some kind of positive action, e.g., a letter-writing campaign to studio 

or network CEO’s as well as the CEO’s of companies that advertize on these shows. 

All necessary contact information can be found online. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“UNDERSTANDING BULLIES”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 79) 

                                                
7 Sources: (1) Donna M. Albertone, “Relational Bullying,” featured June 15,2006, at www.virtusonline.org/virtus; (2) Web site of 

American bishops: www.usccb.org 
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APPS:   
OT: God’s intervention with Adam and Eve, Solomon, the two women and the baby; 

Moses/Aaron/Israelites/Egyptians 

NT: Jesus and the Woman Caught in Adultery 

Maturity and personal growth; courage; peer pressure; forgiveness and reconciliation  
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HOOT  (PG) 
Communication       0:59 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:   
Do you agree with the way he confronted Beatrice?  Why?  Why not?
SYNOPSIS:  When a new student arrives at his Florida school, he finds himself 

embroiled in a battle to save the environment from the plans of a greedy developer. But 

before he embarks on this quest, he first has to face the girl who has been bullying him 

from the moment he arrived. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from 20th Century Fox; Directed by Wil Shriner; Written by 

Wil Shriner (from the book by Carl Hiassen); Produced by Jimmy Buffett and Frank 

Marshall; Starring Logan Lerman, Brie Larson, Cody Linley, Tim Blake Nelson, Luke 

Wilson, Neil Flynn, and Robert Wagner. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

NEXT:  Do you agree with the way Roy confronted Beatrice? Why (not)? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
What happens when someone stands up to a bully? 

Does trying to talk things out work? 

Any personal experiences you would care to share? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  Back to school after the summer and, after meeting your new 

teacher, you realize that she is not only new to your class, she’s new to teaching – right 

out of college. Since her only experience has been as a student teacher, she is a bit 

tentative about asserting herself, especially when it comes to disciplining some of your 

classmates who regularly act up. They begin to take advantage of her inexperience 

and slowly assume control of the class – talking back, doing what they want, etc. And 

when you size up the situation and see what is going on, you decide to stand up to 

these pushy, mean students by… 

(Older Students)  Your new American History teacher is a long-term substitute for 

your regular teacher who had to leave town temporarily to take care of her mother, 

recently diagnosed with cancer. Unlike the other members of the faculty at your school, 

this sub seems not to be at the top of her game, to put it mildly. She quickly loses the 

respect of most of the students who begin to take advantage of her in class and make 

fun of her outside class. You weigh the pro’s and con’s of standing up for the new 

teacher in the face of this disrespect and decide to do the right thing, which is… 
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HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Fear not! Stand your ground, and you will see the victory the Lord will win for you 

today.”  (Exodus 14:13) 

“Do not deal unfairly, then; but stand in fear of your God. I, the Lord, am your God.” 

(Leviticus 25:17) 

“Do not lord it over them harshly, but stand in fear of your God.”  (Leviticus 25:43) 

“For you did not receive a spirit of slavery to fall back into fear, but you received a spirit 

of adoption, through which we cry, ‘Abba, Father.’”  (Romans 8:15)  

Note: “Abba” is “Father” in the Aramaic language, but in a very intimate way. It is 
akin to “Daddy.” 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out these selections before the discussion.) 

(Younger Students)  Read John 11:47-54 in which the leaders are coolly discussing 

their plot to kill Jesus. Note Jesus’ tactic in v. 54. 

(Older Students)  Read John 8:2-11 (The Woman Taken in Adultery) Were the scribes 

and Pharisees who brought the adulterous woman to Jesus being bullies? How did he 

stand up to them? Some things to consider: 8 

Verse 3 says that the woman was caught in the act. How? By whom? Doesn’t say. 

In verse 5 the community leaders say that the Mosaic Law commands them to stone 

“such women.” But, in reality, Old Testament Law (see Deuteronomy 22:22 and 

Leviticus 20:10) requires that both the man and the woman be put to death. But where 

is the offending man in this case? 

What do you make of the mention that the woman was “made [to] stand in the middle”? 

Jesus wasn’t physically threatened by these men, but weren’t they bullies anyway? 

                                                
8 Felix Just, SJ, Ph.D., “Application of Social Justice Themes in the Gospel of John,” an article on his web site, Catholic 

Resources for Bible, Liturgy, Art, and Theology (http://catholic-resources.org) 
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 
(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 

 
1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 

Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“If we are strong, our strength will speak for itself. If we are weak, words will be of no 

help.”  

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 20th C. American; 35th President of the United States 
 

“The most important things are hardest to say because words diminish them.”  

Stephen King, Contemporary American writer; best known for his horror novels 
 

“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but 

people will never forget how you made them feel.”  

Maya Angelou, contemporary American poet 
 

“Too often we are scared, scared of what we might not be able to do, scared of what 

people might think if we tried. We let our fears stand in the way of our hopes…Why? 

There’s really no time to be afraid. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. 

Everything.”  

Unknown 
 

“The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”  

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 19th-20th C. American; 32nd President of the United States 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(Younger Students)  Examine your own life. Are there any situations in which you 

need to “stand up and be counted,” as the old saying goes? Meaning: is there any 

injustice around you that needs to be confronted? Should you do this? Should you ask 

others for help? Pay about this for at least a week before taking action. 

(Older Students)  Fr. Tom Weston, SJ says, “Resentment is an acid that eats out its 

own container.” Another wise person says that holding on to resentment is like “taking 

poison, hoping that the other person will die.” In other words, the only person damaged 

by resentment is the person harboring it; the offending person is not changed by our 

resentments. See in your mind someone whom you consider to be a bully (more than 

one, if you wish). Compose a prayer, asking God to grant to this person all of the good 

that God has in store for him/her. Also ask God, specifically, for a continuing reduction 

of your own feelings of anger and resentment. Pray this regularly for a week, as many 

times a day as you can. In fact, pray it for as long as the resentment still lives inside 

you. The more you do this, the more your resentment will dissipate. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY AND 4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 

(COMBINED!) 
NOTE: SEE SUGGESTIONS FOR FILM CLIP #9 ABOVE. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“UNDERSTANDING BULLIES”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 79) 

 

APPS:  
OT: Exodus; Joseph; Jacob and Esau 

NT: Woman Taken in Adultery; Jesus and the local leaders; Herod and Wise Men; 

Paul; Catholic Social Teaching; Self-Growth and Maturity; Courage; Forgiveness and 

Reconciliation 
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THE ANT BULLY  (PG) 
Scapegoating       1:31 
Grade Level: Upper Elementary & Up 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Why does Lucas turn on the ants instead of the bully? 
SYNOPSIS:  When a young boy is bullied, he finds it easier to blame the ants in the 

anthill below him than to face up to the bully. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Warner Brothers; Directed by John A. Davis; Written 

by John A. Davis (from a book by John Nickle); Produced by John A. Davis, Gary 

Goetzman, and Tom Hanks; Starring the Voice Talents of Julia Roberts, Nicholas 

Cage, Meryl Streep, Paul Giamatti, Zach Tyler, Regina King, Bruce Campbell, Lily 

Tomlin, Cheri Oteri, Larry Miller, Alison Mack, and Ricardo Montalban. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  Why does Lucas turn on the ants instead of the bully? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Do you know of a situation in which one person blamed another for something that 

(s)he did not do? (No names, please.) 

Why did this happen? 

Have you ever been on either the giving or receiving end of such behavior? 

What were you afraid of? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(All Students)  Your friend’s older brother has always had a good relationship with his 

teachers, but this year he has encountered what he thinks is “the teacher from hell.” No 

matter what he does, your brother can’t catch a break – lower grades than ever before, 

a dismissive attitude from the teacher, etc. He’s not in a position, he thinks, to confront 

this teacher, and he really has no experience at it anyway, so he takes his frustrations 

and anger out on the nearest target – your friend. Your friend has always had a decent 

relationship with his/her brother, but not anymore. Lately, the brother blames your 

friend for things he has done, pushes him/her around, while displaying a generally 

nasty attitude. What’s the best way to handle this situation? Any advice for your friend? 

 

HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“Whoever walks without blame, doing what is right…does no harm to 

another…Whoever acts like this shall never be shaken.”  (Psalm 15:2, 3b, 5b) 

“Happy the man whose conscience does not reproach him, who has not lost hope.”  

(Sirach 14:2) 

“Bless those who persecute (you), bless and do not curse them.”  (Romans 12:14) 

“…conduct yourselves in a way worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that, whether I come 

and see you or am absent, I may hear news of you, that you are standing firm in one 

spirit, with one mind struggling together for the faith of the gospel, not intimidated in 

any way by your opponents. This is proof to them…of your salvation. And this is God’s 

doing.”  (Philippians1:27-28) 
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HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 
(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

Read John 11: 45-54 to examine the local leaders’ plot to do away with Jesus –and his 

simple response. How is Jesus being set up to be a scapegoat? 

Note to teachers/catechists: Remind the students that the use of the term 
“scapegoat” in Scripture comes from the ancient practice of sending an actual 
goat -- that metaphorically carries the weight of the sins of all of the people -- 
into the wilderness to die. Over the years, in general society, “scapegoat” has 
come to mean an innocent person who is being blamed for the sins, crimes, or 
misdeeds of another so as to distract from the real causes. 

 
THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 

(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 
 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“The search for a scapegoat is the easiest of all hunting expeditions.”  

Dwight David “Ike” Eisenhower, 19th-20th C. American; 34th President of the United 

States; Supreme Commander of Allied Forces in Europe during World War II 
 

“A good scapegoat is nearly as welcome as a solution to the problem.”  

Unknown 
 

“Unintelligent people always look for a scapegoat.”  

Ernest Bevin, 19th-20th C. British politician 
 

“When a man points a finger at someone else, he should remember that four of his 

fingers are pointing at himself.”  

Louis Nizer, 20th C. British, then American, trial lawyer; co-founded film rating system; 

wrote foreword to Warren Commission report that investigated the assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy 
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2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 
(All Students)  Philippians 1:27 (above) begins, “…conduct yourselves in a way worthy 

of the gospel of Christ.” During the following week, pray daily for the grace to be this 

strong. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY AND 4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 

(COMBINED!) 
NOTE: SEE SUGGESTIONS FOR FILM CLIP #9 ABOVE. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“UNDERSTANDING BULLIES”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 79) 

 
APPS:  
OT: Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, Jacob and Esau;  

NT: Jesus died for our sins 

Maturity, honesty; fortitude; Catholic Social teaching 
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THE WAR  (PG-13) 
Understanding Your Enemies       2:20 
Grade Level: Primary & Up 
Audio: English/Spanish 
Subtitles: English/Spanish 
Teaser Question:  Will kindness work with bullies? 

SYNOPSIS: It is no fun to be laughed at and beaten up. So when this happens to a 

young boy at the county fair, he watches very carefully to see what his father will do to 

the kids who humiliated and hurt him. 

 

FILM STATS:  This is a film from Universal Studios; Directed by Jon Avnet; Written by 

Kathy McWorter; Produced by Jon Avnet and Jordan Kerner; Starring Kevin Costner, 

Elijah Wood, Mare Winningham, and Lexi Randall. 

 

VIEW THE CLIP:  The film clip can be viewed once at the beginning of the lesson and 

several more times after the initial viewing, depending on need.  Journaling or just 

taking random notes before starting the discussion may help some students to collect 

their thoughts.  The teacher/catechist can determine the best way to use the clip so 

that it will serve both the needs of the students and the point of the lesson.  

 

GETTING STARTED:  (Can use some or all questions) What’s going on in this scene? 

OR   What do you see/hear happening in this scene?  

OR   With which character (if any) do you identify?  Why? 

 

NEXT:  Will kindness work with bullies? Why (not)? 
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GOING DEEPER: 
Why is it so hard for a person to be nice to someone who has been mean to him/her? 

Have you ever had this experience? 

What happens when the victim of someone’s meanness decides to retaliate 

with his/her own brand of meanness? 

Does it work? 

Is it right? 

 

MAKING CHOICES! 
(Younger Students)  There is a boy in the class who has been enrolled in your 

Catholic school (or the parish Religious Education Program) since Kindergarten. While 

generally a decent kid, he has become the poster boy for “full of himself.” Three or four 

of his friends have had enough and won’t put up with another year of his attitude. So 

they decide to confront their friend (not so much in anger, but out of friendship) and tell 

him they are not going to stand for this behavior anymore. Plus, they don’t want to 

continue to be sucked into getting into trouble with him; it’s not worth it. In their 

“meeting” they plan to say that they still want to be his friends, but on new terms. If you 

had the chance to be part of their meeting or, at the very least, to advise them in 

advance of the meeting, you would say… 

(Older Students)  You discover that the person you dislike most in class (someone 

who has bullied and berated almost everyone in the class, including you, for the last 

year or more) has a very painful and sad family problem, a problem that may go a long 

way toward explaining his/her bad behavior. About 18 months ago, his/her father left 

the family to run off with another woman. This has been that family’s little secret, 

something that they have worked very hard to keep under wraps. But, somehow, the 

news got out and everyone knows all the sorry details. Now that “the cat is out of the 

bag,” is there something that you and your classmates might do, should do, or will do? 
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HOW CAN THESE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES HELP US? 
“But you, Lord, are a merciful and gracious God, slow to anger, most loving and true.” 

(Psalm 86:15) 

“Whoever is wise will take note of these things, will ponder the merciful deeds of the 

Lord.”  (Psalm 107:43) 

“They shine through the darkness, a light for the upright; they are gracious, merciful, 

and just.”  (Psalm 112:4) 

“So let us confidently approach the throne of grace to receive mercy and to find grace 

for timely help.”  (Hebrews 4:16) 

 

HOW CAN JESUS HELP US? 

(Younger students might like to act out this selection before the discussion.) 

Read Luke 6:31-36 to discover what Jesus asks of his followers (i.e., us) in 

the face of persecution by an enemy. 

 
THINGS TO DO AT HOME!!! 

(Some or all of these can be adapted or converted into in-class activities.) 
 

1.  NOTABLE QUOTABLE ACTIVITY 
Write a journal entry or have a discussion with family or friends, reflecting on one or 

more of the following quotations, and be ready to report back next time. 

 

“Let no one ever come to you without leaving better and happier. Be the living 

expression of God’s kindness: kindness in your face, kindness in your eyes, kindness 

in your smile.”  

Blessed Teresa of Calcutta, 20th Century Albanian-born Indian citizen; Catholic sister; 

founded Missionaries of Charity; 45 years of ministry to poor, sick, orphaned, dying; 

candidate for sainthood 
 

“Kindness is a language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.”  

Mark Twain, 19th-20th C. America humorist, writer, lecturer 
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“Be kind to unkind people – they need it the most.”  

Ashleigh Brilliant, contemporary British-born American author and cartoonist 
 

“Constant kindness can accomplish much. As the sun makes ice melt, kindness causes 

misunderstanding, mistrust, and hostility to evaporate.”  

Albert Schweitzer, 19th-20th C. Franco-German physician, theologian, philosopher, 

organist 

 
2.  PRAYER ACTIVITY 

(All Students)  See above in the section entitled “How Can These Scripture Passages 

Help Us?” Psalm 112:4 mentions being “gracious, merciful, and just.” Compose a 

prayer, asking God to help you grow in these virtues – especially when confronting 

your enemies. Pray it daily for the next week. 

 
3.  MEDIA MINDFULNESS ACTIVITY AND 4.  FAITH-IN-ACTION ACTIVITY 

(COMBINED!) 
NOTE: SEE SUGGESTIONS FOR FILM CLIP #9 ABOVE. 

 

FOR WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING  
“UNDERSTANDING BULLIES”  (CLICK HERE TO SEE PAGE 79) 

 
APPS: 
OT: Exodus, Psalms 

NT: Love your enemies 

Maturity; Morality; Kindness; Forgiveness and Reconciliation; Sin and Grace 
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WISDOM FROM WORLD FAITH TRADITIONS REGARDING 
“UNDERSTANDING BULLIES”9 

 
For Christians, the Bible is THE sacred book, divided into two parts (Old 
Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures, and New Testament, or Christian Scriptures), 
composed by many different human authors, and inspired by the Holy Spirit.  
The selections from ”Christianity” and “Judaism” below come from the Catholic 
translation known as the New American Bible (the same as that used in Mass 
and all other sacramental liturgies).  It is important to note that the selection from 
“Judaism” below comes from the text of Scripture that Judaism and Catholic 
Christianity hold in common. 
 
However, many other faith traditions throughout the world have produced written 
records of their own beliefs and/or reflections on the practice of faith in one’s 
everyday life.  Listing these here as well will assist the teacher/catechist to draw 
on a wealth of wisdom when engaging the students in dialog about this theme. 
 

Christianity 
…conduct yourselves in a way worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that, whether I come 

and see you or am absent, I may hear news of you, that you are standing firm in one 

spirit, with one mind struggling together for the faith of the gospel, not intimidated in 

any way by your opponents. This is proof to them…of your salvation. And this is God’s 

doing. 

Philippians1: 27-28 
 
Judaism 
Who will rise up for me against the wicked? Who will stand up for me against evildoers  

Psalm 94:16 

                                                
9 Special Thanks to:  William Gallington: Universal Spiritual Thoughts,  Ilene Cooper: The Golden Rule,  Munir Shaikh: Writer, 
UCLA Doctoral Student 
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Islam 
A person should help his brother, whether he is an oppressor or is being oppressed. If 

he is the oppressor, he should prevent him from continuing his oppression, for that is 

helping him. If he is being oppressed, he should be helped to stop the oppression 

against him. 

Hadith in the Sahih Muslim collection 

 
Hinduism 

One giving false evidence or uttering falsehood goes to Raurava hell. 

Hinduism. Markandeya Puranao 
 

Buddhism 

You will not be punished for your anger. You will be punished by your anger.  

The Buddha 
 
Shinto 
The origin of all trouble 

Within this world 

Is a single word 

Spoken in haste. 

Shinto. Moritake Arakida, One Hundred Poems About The World 
 

Confucianism 
The Master said, "Where disorder develops, words are the first steps. If the prince is 

not discreet, he loses his servant. If the servant is not discreet, he loses his life. If 

germinating things are not handled with discretion, the perfecting of them is impeded." 

Confucianism. I Ching, Great Commentary 1.8.10 
 
Zoroastrianism 

So conscience for the sinner distorts the truth of the upright, but (his) soul is in agony at 

the judgment of the Chinvat Bridge, having strayed by his own deeds and tongue from 

the Path of Righteousness. 
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Sikhism 
They who quarrel with others, instead of quarreling with their own hearts, waste their 

lives. 

As a man soweth so shall he reap. 

Recompense injury with kindness 
 
Bahá'í 
In all the world there is nothing more important than to be understood by your 

fellowmen, for upon this depends the progress of civilization itself.   …I recall an 

incident, which occurred in Baghdád. There were two friends who knew not each 

other’s language. One fell ill, the other visited him, but not being able to express his 

sympathy in words, resorted to gesture, as if to say, “How do you feel?” with another 

sign the sick replied, “I shall soon be dead,” and his visitor, believing the gesture to 

indicate that he was getting better, said, “God be praised!” 

Baha’I Scriptures: Chapter 7 
 

Native American Religions 
Show Great Respect for your fellow beings. (Especially respect yourself) 

3rd Commandment 

From the Native American Commandments 
 
African Traditional Religions 
If the ear does not hear malicious gossip, the heart is not grieved. 

African Traditional Religions. Yoruba Proverb (Nigeria) 
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FILM CLIPS ABOUT “UNDERSTANDING BULLIES” FROM OTHER EPISODES IN 
THIS SERIES 

 
EPISODE 2:  KINDNESS   SELF-CONTROL   GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP  
Finding Nemo 
The sharks try to refrain from eating fish, but one is tempted after smelling blood. 

 
Bend it Like Beckham 
During a game, Jess reacts angrily when the opposition player uses a racial slur 

against her. 

 
Seabiscuit 
Red is fouled in a race. He strikes back and both riders lose the race.  Afterward, the 

owner and trainer talk to Red about what happened. 

 
EPISODE 3:  COURAGE   PERSEVERANCE   LOYALTY 
Wizard of Oz 
The Lion tries to appear brave though he later admits that he is a coward. 

 

EPISODE 6:  VISION   FORGIVENESS   EMPATHY (THE GOLDEN RULE) 
Billy Madison 
Billy asks a man to whom he was mean years ago for forgiveness. 

 

The Incredibles 
As an insurance adjuster, Bob Parr shows mercy to a distressed policyholder. His boss 

warns Bob not to be too generous. 

 
Bridge to Terabithia 
On the school bus, Leslie explains to Jesse how she made friends with their tormentor 

by empathizing with her. 
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EPISODE 7:  MAKING A DIFFERENCE   TEAMWORK   CARING FOR OTHERS    
Into the Arms of Strangers: “Ursula’s birthday party” 
Ursula Rosenfeld describes her 8th birthday party as a Jewish child in Germany the 

year Hitler came to power.  Although she invited many non-Jewish friends, none came. 

 

EPISODE 8: 
ON BEING A FAITHFUL CITIZEN:   SOLIDARITY   INTEGRITY   DEFIANCE   
RESPONSIBILITY 
It’s a Wonderful Life 
George and Mary Bailey commit their own funds to guarantee deposits in the Savings 

and Loan and prevent bankruptcy.  

 
 
 
 
 

Film Clips for Catholic Youth Faith Formation is available via  
DVD’s, Internet Streaming, and School Site Servers.   

Please call (805) 984 5907
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For more information:  

(Phone) – 805-984-5907 
(Fax) – 805-984-2397 

Email:  info@filmclipsonline.com  
 

4903 Island View St 
Channel Islands Harbor, CA 93035 

 
visit us online at: 

www.FilmClipsOnLine.com    and    www.paulistproductions.org  




